Observation of Generalized Optomechanical Coupling and Cooling on Cavity Resonance
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Optomechanical coupling between a light field and the motion of a cavity mirror via radiation pressure plays an important role for the exploration of macroscopic quantum physics and for the detection of gravitational waves (GWs). It has been used to cool mechanical oscillators into their quantum ground states and has been considered to boost the sensitivity of GW detectors, e.g., via the optical spring effect. Here, we present the experimental characterization of generalized, that is, dispersive and dissipative, optomechanical coupling, with a macroscopic (1.5 mm)$^2$-size silicon nitride membrane in a cavity-enhanced Michelson-type interferometer. We report for the first time strong optomechanical cooling based on dissipative coupling, even on cavity resonance, in excellent agreement with theory. Our result will allow for new experimental regimes in macroscopic quantum physics and GW detection.
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Optomechanical cavities [1–3], whose mirrors are explicitly able to move, have been suggested to improve the sensitivity of gravitational wave detectors beyond the free-mass standard quantum limit (SQL) [4–7], to test modified models of quantum mechanics [8–13], and to realize applications in quantum information processing [14–16]. In such cavities, the motion of the mirror dynamically changes the cavity parameters and thus the power of the cavity field. The power change, in turn, couples back to the motion of the mirror, thereby creating a (dynamical) optomechanical coupling of the optical and mechanical degrees of freedom. Two mechanisms can be distinguished. First, the displacement of the mirror changes the resonance frequency of the cavity, leading to so-called dispersive coupling [1]. Second, the displacement of the mirror changes the linewidth of the cavity, leading to so-called dissipative coupling [17]. Up until now, optomechanics was mainly investigated in the limit of strongly dominant dispersive coupling. This regime, however, shows significant constraints. First, optical ground-state cooling [18], so far, is based on dispersive coupling, and thus requires a red-detuned light field and a cavity whose linewidth is smaller than the mechanical frequency (sideband-resolved regime) [19,20]. These requirements are unfeasible for low mechanical frequencies, i.e., in the interesting regime of macroscopic and heavy oscillators. Second, designs of next-generation gravitational wave (GW) detectors with sensitivities enhanced by the optical spring [21–23] consider only dispersive coupling so far [24]. The optical spring, however, was found to be inherently unstable [7], which results in uncontrolled motions of the pendulum-suspended mirrors, and requires a yet-to-be-developed control system in order to exploit optomechanical effects for achieving sensitivities beyond the SQL. Generalized optomechanical systems with significant contributions from both dispersive and dissipative couplings significantly broaden the scope of optomechanics. In such systems, strong optical cooling on cavity resonance is predicted, making the sideband-resolved regime [17,25–27] unnecessary. In Refs. [27,28] it was shown that the interference of dispersive and dissipative coupling when operating close to the dark fringe can produce a stable optical spring in GW detectors. Such a setup would improve the sensitivity beyond the SQL without the need for a control system or additional light beams [29]. The application of generalized optomechanical systems is thus wide ranging and an experimental test of its mathematical description is essential. Recently, dispersive and dissipative couplings were observed with nanomechanical oscillators [30,31]. However, in these experiments the dissipative coupling was dominated by internal dissipation due to photon loss into unaccessible channels. Unique features such as optical cooling on resonance were not observed.

In this Letter we report on the experimental characterization of generalized optomechanical coupling in a macroscopic system of high relevance for GW detection and macroscopic quantum physics. We use a Michelson-Sagnac interferometer (MSI) with a detuned signal-recycling cavity to vary the weighting of dispersive and dissipative coupling between the light field and a silicon nitride (SiN) membrane, and compare our experimental data with the theoretical
model. In contrast to previous works dissipative coupling in our setup is not due to internal dissipation, and in principle all photons are detectable in the output ports. For the first time, we observe optical cooling on cavity resonance providing evidence for the possibility of achieving optical cooling of massive low frequency oscillators, as well as a stable optical spring.

Our optomechanical setup is shown in Fig. 1. It represents a Michelson-Sagnac interferometer that contains a SiN membrane as a movable translucent mirror with a surface of $1.5 \times 1.5 \text{ mm}^2$. The optical and optomechanical properties of this interferometer type were presented in Refs. [32–35]. In contrast to our previous realizations of the Michelson-Sagnac topology, the present work uses an unbalanced beam splitter with a reflectivity of $r_{\text{BS}} = 0.53$. According to theory, the unbalanced splitting is expected to increase the influence of the dissipative optomechanical coupling [27], which facilitates reaching the regime of generalized optomechanics. The movable mirror is a SiN membrane, which has a power reflectivity of $r_{\text{m}} = 0.17$ at normal incidence at the laser wavelength of $\lambda_0 = 1064 \text{ nm}$. Its subwavelength thickness of 40 nm results in an effective mass of $m_{\text{eff}} = 80 \text{ ng}$ for the fundamental frequency of oscillation $f_m = 136 \text{ kHz}$. The membrane served as a common end mirror for both arms of the Michelson mode. Transmitted light excites the Sagnac mode. The membrane position influences the interference condition of Michelson and Sagnac modes in the interferometer output port. Assuming a perfect interferometer contrast and taking into account the reflectivity of the membrane, the normalized transmitted power $r_{\text{MSI}} = P_{\text{out}}/P_{\text{in}}$ ranges from 0 to 0.17 [33]. The Michelson-Sagnac interferometer thus represents a compound mirror whose reflectivity ranges from 83% to 100% (assuming perfect visibility), depending on the position of the membrane.

In the present work we combined the Michelson-Sagnac interferometer with an additional mirror ($r_{\text{SR}} = 0.9997$), thereby forming an optical cavity. The concept is adopted from “signal recycling” in gravitational wave detectors [36]. For the cavity-enhanced Michelson-Sagnac interferometer the transmitted power now depends on two tunable parameters: the position of the membrane and the position of the signal-recycling mirror (SRM). Its behavior is shown in Fig. 2. A shift of the position of the SRM changes the cavity resonance frequency. The displacement of the membrane also changes the cavity resonance frequency, but in particular it too changes the cavity linewidth $\gamma$ (half width at half maximum) [37]. Accordingly, the detuning

![FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic of the optomechanical setup. Laser light is split into two beams, which are directed towards a translucent and partially retroreflecting membrane. Altogether four light beams, which are either reflected or transmitted through the membrane, interfere at the beam splitter, thereby forming a Michelson-Sagnac interferometer. The interferometer corresponds to a compound mirror whose effective reflectivity depends on the position of the membrane. Together with a signal-recycling mirror (SRM) in the interferometer’s output port, the complete setup allows for tuning from strong dispersive to strong dissipative optomechanical coupling.](image1)

![FIG. 2 (color online). Measured normalized intracavity (transmitted) light powers versus mean membrane displacement (a) and versus signal recycling mirror displacement for three membrane displacements (b). The input powers used for these measurements were 20 mW (a) and 5 mW (b), respectively. In (a) the SRM was positioned such that at operation point 5 an impedance matched resonator was achieved. Numbers 1 to 5 mark operating points of the membrane that we used for the measurements in this work. Point 1 is at 7%, 2 at 60%, 3 at 90%, 4 at 95%, and 5 at 100% of the cavity resonance peak height. Panel (b) shows the dependence of the cavity linewidth $\gamma$ on the three different chosen membrane positions 2, 3, and 5, exemplary.](image2)
between the cavity and the laser frequency can be changed by the displacing of either the SRM or the membrane. At the membrane positions 1 to 5 the linewidth $\gamma / 2\pi$ is tunable from 0.7 to 1.5 MHz. The cavity enhanced setup was thus far from the sideband-resolved regime, which requires $\gamma < 2\pi f_m$, and which is necessary to reach the mechanical ground state in experiments operating in the limit of purely dispersive optomechanical coupling. In Fig. 2(b) we illustrate the linewidth measurement for membrane positions 2, 3, and 5, exemplary. For these measurements we put the membrane to the given positions and after that we scanned the position of the signal recycling mirror with a piezoactuator. To calibrate the x axis in Fig. 2(b) into frequency we measured for the same membrane positions the transfer functions of the cavity with a spectrum analyzer. Together with the tunable reflectivity of the interferometer we reached a maximal finess of about 1200. This value was not limited by the contrast when the membrane was set to maximal destructive interference at the output port but by losses in optical components (0.5% in total). The effective cavity length resulted in a free-spectral range of FSR $= c / (2L) = 1.7$ GHz with an effective cavity length of $2L = 0.174$ m. The complete interferometer according to Fig. 1 was set up in a high-vacuum environment ($p = 1.0 \times 10^{-6}$ mbar) to avoid damping of the oscillator motion by residual gas. In the absence of the SRM (i.e., with neither optical cooling nor heating) the oscillator mechanical quality factor $Q$ of the fundamental oscillation mode was determined by ring-down measurements to be $Q_{\text{initial}} = 5.8 \times 10^5$.

The generalized optomechanical coupling, which includes dispersive and dissipative coupling, was observed by detecting the interferometer’s output power spectrum with a photodiode. Figure 3 shows two example spectra. The peaks correspond to the thermally excited motion of the membrane’s fundamental resonance. Both measurements were recorded when the membrane position was set such that the carrier light interfered almost destructively in the interferometer output port (position 1 in Fig. 2). The measurement in Fig. 3(a) was performed without a SRM and calibrated using the method of Ref. [32], whereas Fig. 3(b) refers to a measurement with a (detuned) signal recycling cavity. The latter shows strong damping (optical cooling) of the membrane oscillation. To derive the damped $Q$ factor we fitted the $Q_{\text{eff}}$ value such that our model well described the height and the width of the thermally excited membrane resonance [38]. $Q_{\text{eff}}$ here is the resulting $Q$ factor of the membrane, which was influenced by the radiation pressure force (due to both dispersive and dissipative coupling). This adds an optically induced damping, which changes the $Q$ factor, which is modeled in Ref. [27] and summarized in the Supplemental Material [37].

To observe generalized optomechanical coupling we exploited the tunability of dissipative and dispersive coupling in our setup, and we quantified the optical cooling at various positions of the membrane and SRM, see Fig. 4. The power inside the cavity was sufficiently low to not influence the measured quality factors by optical absorption of the membrane. In all measurements we positioned the membrane in the vicinity of a standing-wave node rather than in the vicinity of a standing-wave antinode [33]. The frequency shift of the membrane resonance due to optical absorption was confirmed to be always less than 500 Hz. In this case the influence on the $Q$ factor is estimated to be on the order of a few percent and thus negligible for our analysis presented here.

Figure 4 represents the observation of generalized optomechanical coupling, i.e., strong signatures of interfering dispersive and dissipative couplings. All four graphs are distinct from conventional optomechanics with strongly dominating dispersive coupling. The first graph corresponds to membrane position 2 in Fig. 2. For negative detuning of the signal-recycling cavity we observed optical cooling ($Q_{\text{eff}} < Q_{\text{initial}}$), similar to the purely dispersive regime. But the same graph also shows optical cooling on cavity resonance (zero detuning). This effect is not possible in dispersive optomechanics. For larger positive detunings the membrane oscillation is parametrically heated ($Q_{\text{eff}} > Q_{\text{initial}}$). This effect is intrinsically unstable and eventually damped by the nonlinear behavior of the membrane for strong oscillations. Instability regions are marked as yellow areas. In the second graph optical cooling on resonance is more pronounced, again in excellent agreement with our theory (solid line) [27,37]. The third graph shows a further evolution of the cooling spectrum. The optical cooling is observed up to detunings as large as
Δ/γ = 0.3. The last graph eventually shows the occurrence of a new instability region for small negative detunings. The newly appearing instability region is already visible as a reduced cooling performance in subfigures 3 and 4. Our theory predicts a well-separated cooling region at positive detunings, which, however, could not be explored in the present experiment [39]. The observed behavior of the Q factor is due to a complex structure of the radiation pressure noise spectral density: in the case of generalized optomechanical coupling this spectral density is a mixture of a Lorentz profile and a Fano profile corresponding to the dispersive and dissipative contributions [17,25,27,37]. Figure 5 shows optical cooling on resonance (measured at membrane position 3) versus input power. Again, we find compelling agreement with the model summarized in the Supplemental Material [37].

For the first time optical cooling of a mechanical oscillator through dissipative coupling, including, in particular, cooling on cavity resonance, was observed. We measured a strong reduction in effective temperature of 3 orders of magnitude. A reduction of the mechanical quality factor on resonance, as well as the existence of a second instability on the cooling side of the cavity resonance, are key predictions for a dissipative coupling in our experiment. We found excellent agreement with our model for generalized optomechanical coupling. Stronger cooling is predicted if the internal loss of the interferometer can be reduced. Ground state cooling is predicted outside the sideband-resolved regime [25]. Our work might pave the way towards ground-state cooling of heavy objects. Since the dissipative coupling in our setup was external, the information gathered by photodiodes can in principle be used for conditionally defining an almost pure mechanical quantum state as suggested in Refs. [41,42] allowing for quantum physics with the motion of heavy objects.

In conclusion, we realized a cavity-optomechanical setup with strong dissipative coupling between the cavity field and the mechanical oscillator, which did not rely on photon loss into unaccessible channels, in contrast to the experiments reported in Refs. [30,31]. In the language of the Hamiltonian description developed in Refs. [17,25,40] dispersive and dissipative coupling strengths can be characterized, respectively, by rates (per single photon) $g_\omega = x_{ZPF} d\omega_c(x)/dx|_{x_0}$ and $g_\gamma = x_{ZPF} dy(x)/dx|_{x_0}$, where $x_{ZPF} = \sqrt{\hbar/(2m_\omega \omega_m)}$ is the amplitude of zero-point mechanical fluctuations of the membrane, $\omega_c(x)$ and $\gamma(x)$ are the position-dependent cavity eigenfrequency and half linewidth, respectively, and $x_0$ is the mean (dc) position of the membrane. Explicit formulas for the coupling rates can be found in the Supplemental Material [37]. For the parameters of the present setup these rates are tunable from 0 to about 0.1 Hz, depending on the exact position of the membrane.

For the first time optical cooling of a mechanical oscillator through dissipative coupling, including, in particular, cooling on cavity resonance, was observed. We measured a strong reduction in effective temperature of 3 orders of magnitude. A reduction of the mechanical quality factor on resonance, as well as the existence of a second instability on the cooling side of the cavity resonance, are key predictions for a dissipative coupling in our experiment. We found excellent agreement with our model for generalized optomechanical coupling. Stronger cooling is predicted if the internal loss of the interferometer can be reduced. Ground state cooling is predicted outside the sideband-resolved regime [25]. Our work might pave the way towards ground-state cooling of heavy objects. Since the dissipative coupling in our setup was external, the information gathered by photodiodes can in principle be used for conditionally defining an almost pure mechanical quantum state as suggested in Refs. [41,42] allowing for quantum physics with the motion of heavy objects.

In conclusion, we realized a cavity-optomechanical setup with strong dissipative coupling between the cavity field and the mechanical oscillator, which did not rely on photon loss into unaccessible channels, in contrast to the experiments reported in Refs. [30,31]. In the language of the Hamiltonian description developed in Refs. [17,25,40] dispersive and dissipative coupling strengths can be characterized, respectively, by rates (per single photon) $g_\omega = x_{ZPF} d\omega_c(x)/dx|_{x_0}$ and $g_\gamma = x_{ZPF} dy(x)/dx|_{x_0}$, where $x_{ZPF} = \sqrt{\hbar/(2m_\omega \omega_m)}$ is the amplitude of zero-point mechanical fluctuations of the membrane, $\omega_c(x)$ and $\gamma(x)$ are the position-dependent cavity eigenfrequency and half linewidth, respectively, and $x_0$ is the mean (dc) position of the membrane. Explicit formulas for the coupling rates can be found in the Supplemental Material [37]. For the parameters of the present setup these rates are tunable from 0 to about 0.1 Hz, depending on the exact position of the membrane.
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In conclusion, we realized a cavity-optomechanical setup with strong dissipative coupling between the cavity field and the mechanical oscillator, which did not rely on photon loss into unaccessible channels, in contrast to the experiments reported in Refs. [30,31]. In the language of the Hamiltonian description developed in Refs. [17,25,40] dispersive and dissipative coupling strengths can be characterized, respectively, by rates (per single photon) $g_\omega = x_{ZPF} d\omega_c(x)/dx|_{x_0}$ and $g_\gamma = x_{ZPF} dy(x)/dx|_{x_0}$, where $x_{ZPF} = \sqrt{\hbar/(2m_\omega \omega_m)}$ is the amplitude of zero-point mechanical fluctuations of the membrane, $\omega_c(x)$ and $\gamma(x)$ are the position-dependent cavity eigenfrequency and half linewidth, respectively, and $x_0$ is the mean (dc) position of the membrane. Explicit formulas for the coupling rates can be found in the Supplemental Material [37]. For the parameters of the present setup these rates are tunable from 0 to about 0.1 Hz, depending on the exact position of the membrane.

FIG. 4 (color online). Observed evidence of generalized optomechanical coupling and cooling on cavity resonance. We measured the effective mechanical Q factor versus cavity detuning for four membrane positions as given in Fig. 2(a) with an input power of 20 mW. Already in the first graph cooling on cavity resonance is clearly visible. The next panels show an increasing influence of dissipative coupling and cooling regions that significantly expand into the region of positive (blue) detunings. The last panel confirms the theoretically predicted existence of a new instability region, which appears at negative (red) detunings. Solid lines refer to our theory of generalized optomechanical coupling. Regions of instability are marked yellow. The error bars represent the standard deviation of five independent measurements.

FIG. 5 (color online). Cooling on cavity resonance versus input power. The measurements are in excellent agreement with the theoretical model presented in Refs. [27,37]. Here, the membrane was at position 3, as described in Fig. 2.
detectors. The effects of a stable spring can in principle also be tested in our setup. The expected frequency increase due to an optical spring in our current setup, however, is small and masked by frequency changes due to absorption, i.e., absorptive heating.
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[39] The problem is that by passing through a region of instability the membrane is excited to very large amplitudes that cover the full range of displacements shown in Fig. 2(a). Our linearized model and its predictions regarding (in)stabilities is not valid for such large amplitudes.